DEPOSITION OF COLLOIDAL METAL NANOPARTICLES ON ZINC OXIDE NANORODS AND THEIR INFLUENCE ON VISIBLE PHOTOLUMINESCENCE
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We examine the influence of colloidal Au and Ag nanoparticles (NP) on hydrothermally grown ZnO nanorods (NR). Individual 60 nm diameter NP and small NP assemblies without formation of large aggregates were deposited on poly-L-lysine covered NR films using the dip-coating method. The evaluation of morphological and optical properties of the obtained ZnO-metal hybrids was done using scanning electron microscopy, photoluminescence (PL) and diffuse reflection spectroscopy. The presence of Au NP selectively suppressed the PL components near 560 nm wavelength associated with ZnO surface defects, whereas equally sized Ag NP resulted in a much smaller change of PL signal, barely above the noise level. The presented results may be useful for tuning the optical properties of hybrid materials in development of sensor or photovoltaic devices.
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1. Introduction

An increasing demand exists for cost-effective nanostructured substrates for the design of colorimetric sensors in the visible detection range [1]. Hybrid substrates that combine nanostructures of different materials have a great potential for development of sensor applications. For instance, substrates containing metal oxide nanostructures and noble metal nanoparticles (NP) have been demonstrated in development of new biosensors [2–3]. In ZnO hybrid systems with noble metals, localized surface plasmon resonances (LSPR) in metal NP can be used for enhancement and quenching of ZnO photoluminescence (PL) [3]. Further application examples of ZnO nanorods (NR) decorated with plasmonic NP include photovoltaic energy conversion [7], local heating and photocatalytic reactions [8].

ZnO is one of the most studied metal oxide semiconductor materials due to its accessibility and combination of unique features, including a wide bandgap, large exciton-binding energy, piezoelectric properties and stability at room temperature (RT) [3]. PL spectra of bulk and nanostructured ZnO are rich with components that correspond to different physical processes, which coexist in the ZnO structure, including exciton recombination [10], transitions between levels associated with impurities, oxygen and zinc vacancies, antisites, interstitial and surface defects [11–13]. The latter
become especially important in nanostructured forms of ZnO due to the increased surface to volume ratio. For example, it was shown that the relative intensity of defect PL in comparison to excitonic PL is larger for ZnO NR with smaller diameters [14]. The PL signal from the surface defects is of obvious interest for sensor applications since the surface can directly interact with the analyte in the gas and liquid phase [13]. Furthermore, defect PL can be excited and detected in the visible range at RT [16] eliminating the need of sophisticated ultraviolet optics and cryogenics, which is important in practical implementation of sensor devices.

Various synthesis techniques have been developed for fabrication of ZnO nanostructures, including chemical bath deposition [17], hydrothermal growth [18], chemical gas reactions [19], atomic layer deposition [20] and others [21]. Deposition of metals on ZnO NR can be achieved by different methods, such as sputtering [4], photochemical reactions [8, 22], or electrodeposition [6]. A common difficulty with the above bottom-up techniques is to produce NP with a well-defined size and shape, which are the key parameters that determine the LSPR properties [23]. Lithographic top-down fabrication of hybrid systems with the predetermined geometry for plasmonic PL enhancement is possible [24], but it is a relatively time consuming and expensive process for scalable production. Masked deposition through self-organized templates such as nanoporous anodic alumina (NAA) films [23] can produce exceptionally high density arrays of isolated NP, that support new collective resonant modes [26] for interferometric sensors, however, particle properties in this technique cannot be tuned independently from template geometry.

Highly monodisperse metal NP can be synthesized in a colloidal form [27]. However, during deposition of colloids on surfaces particles typically form large aggregates [28], therefore extra measures must be taken to control the cluster formation with desired optical properties [29].

In this work, we placed individual Au and Ag NP and small assemblies from colloidal solutions on hydrothermally grown ZnO NR using capillary force assisted (CFA) deposition that was recently developed for an isolated NP array assembly on the NAA surface [30]. The ZnO surface coating with poly-L-lysine (PLL) prior to NP deposition significantly increased the number of NP per unit area without aggregation [31] and enabled the optical detection of material dependent LSPR and PL signal.

2. Experiment

Zinc acetate dihydrate, hexamethylenetetramine (HTMA), ethanolamine, methanol, isopropyl alcohol, zinc nitrate hexahydrate, poly-L-lysine (PLL) solution (0.01%), deionized water, Au NP (60 nm diameter, optical density (OD) 1, stabilized suspension in 0.1 mM phosphate-buffered saline, PBS) and Ag NP (60 nm particle size, 0.02 mg/mL in aqueous buffer, containing sodium citrate as stabilizer) were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich. ZnO NR were synthesized on a glass substrate using the hydrothermal method following the procedure in the article by Viter et al. [32]. Briefly, after cleaning a glass slide in piranha solution, a ZnO seed layer was prepared by spin casting of 20 µL of 1 mg/mL zinc acetate methanol solution. The sample was annealed at 350°C for 2 h. The glass substrates with ZnO seed layers were incubated for 4 h in 50 mM zinc nitrate and 50 mM of HTMA containing solution in water at 90°C. Thereafter the samples were washed in water and dried at RT.

The colloidal NP were deposited on the surface of ZnO NR in a convective CFA process [3, 30] with a withdrawal velocity 0.1 µm/s. For improved adhesion a set of samples was immersed in a 0.01% PLL solution for 15 min and rinsed with deionized water prior to the deposition of Au and Ag NP. The morphological properties of obtained ZnO-metal assemblies were observed using scanning electron microscopy (SEM, Hitachi S4800). Optical properties were measured using an inverted microscope (Olympus IX 71), which was fibre coupled to a UV-VIS-NIR spectrometer (Ocean Optics USB4000) either in the PL mode using a Hg lamp light source (U-LH100HG) with a fluorescence filter set (U-MWU2) or in the micro–extinction spectroscopy (MExS) transmission mode [33] using a halogen lamp (U-LH100-3). Spectra from ZnO samples without any deposited NP were used as reference for MExS measurements. A 10× objective lens (CPLNFLN 10XPH, NA 0.3) was used in all cases.
3. Results and discussion

After hydrothermal growth, the glass slides were covered by a dense layer of ZnO NR with diameters in the 50–100 nm range. Larger (µm size) ZnO crystals were also present (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. A SEM image of ZnO NR after immersion in Ag colloid without poly-L-lysine (PLL) surface treatment. Similar images (absent NP) were obtained using Au colloid without PLL treatment and for as synthesized ZnO NR.

For comparison, we first mention the results of ZnO dip-coating without PLL surface treatment. In this case, hardly any NP could be identified in the SEM images of ZnO NR film and the microcrystals (Fig. 1). The absence of NP was also evident by the lack of plasmonic colouring (Fig. 2(b, d)) in diffuse reflection from the macroscopic samples. It can be reasoned that, although wurtzite-type ZnO NP have positive surface charges [34], due to adsorption of negative ions in the citrate and phosphate buffers, the net force on the NP in stabilized colloids may become repulsive. As a result, the NP would be pushed away from the meniscus zone before they can get trapped by capillary forces in the grooves of the nanostructured ZnO surface. Another factor that may hinder the convective CFA colloid assembly is the hydrophobicity of the ZnO NR films [35], which can prevent formation and sustainability of the wetting film and reduce the evaporation surface area. Reduced evaporation flux leads to reduced particle flux towards the three-phase contact line [36]. As a result, the number of NP that deposit on a surface from the relatively dilute colloids was extremely low.

The effect of PLL surface treatment prior to dip-coating becomes obvious as the samples acquire the characteristic plasmonic colouring of Ag (yellow) and Au (pink) NP (Fig. 2(c, e)). For a uniform sample coverage with NP a steady CFA assembly is required, however, on the samples only few mm in size this was limited by the initial meniscus formation and the colloid accumulation at the bottom of the sample. Nevertheless, the uniform regions are of sufficient size for MExS and PL microscopy.

The metal NP after CFA deposition can attach to the ZnO surface deep in the NR film, which makes them difficult to spot in the SEM images. However, a mechanical micro-scratch can reveal the buried NP (Fig. 3) and enable one to estimate the number of particles per unit area to be of the order $10 \, \mu \text{m}^{-2}$. Such concentration of NP is sufficient to cause the distinct LSPR colouring of the samples.

For comparison, consider the ruby red original Au
colloid (OD 1, with 1.9-10^10 particles/mL according to manufacturers’ data). If all particles from a 1 cm³ volume were deposited on a 1 cm² surface area, the corresponding coverage density would be 190 µm⁻², which is only a single order of magnitude larger than the observed NP density on the ZnO surface with a pink appearance.

A similar NP density can also be found on the facets of the ZnO micro-crystals (Fig. 4). One can observe that the flat micro-crystal surfaces contain larger NP aggregates in comparison to the fine ZnO NR film, which hosts mainly individual NP and small assemblies. This effect is similar to the NP aggregate splitting by NAA films [30]. Finally, we note that for PLL treated samples the number of NP on all ZnO crystal facets is similar without significant preference to crystallographic planes as would be expected for the anisotropic ZnO crystals [22].

When illuminated with a UV light from a Hg lamp through the excitation filter 330–385 nm transmission range, the samples emit orange light that can easily be seen by an unaided eye. The PL spectra (Fig. 6(a)) have a maximum at 640 nm or 1.94 eV. The orange emission from hydrothermal ZnO NR has previously been observed [37] and attributed to oxygen interstitials defects on the surface.

The presence of metal NP in our case modified the PL spectra only at shorter wavelengths, below 640 nm. The most notable difference in the PL spectra before and after deposition of NP was found at 560 nm for Au NP on ZnO (Fig. 6(b)). This wavelength corresponds to yellow/green luminescence bands attributed to several defect types in the ZnO structure [9]. This wavelength is also close to the Au NP extinction maximum wavelength (560 nm), which is the likely cause of change of the PL signal. Indeed, the suppression

Fig. 5. Micro-extinction spectra (−log₁₀(T), where T is transmittance) from different spots on (a) ZnO-Ag and (b) ZnO-Au samples. A constant offset is incrementally added to each spectrum for better visibility.

Fig. 4. A SEM image of ZnO microcrystals with Au NP deposited after PLL surface treatment.
of defect emission at similar wavelengths in composites of ZnO NR and Au NP has been reported before \cite{38} and explained by the resonant excitation of particle plasmons and a nonradiative decay via the excitation of electron–hole pairs. The explanation also agrees with the absence of similar effects in Ag NP, the LSPR resonance of which does not coincide with the defect emission energy. It should be noted that in our case only few ZnO NR are in contact with metal NP. In spite of that the dip-coating in Au NP colloid caused a notable PL suppression. For comparison, sputtered Au NP with much smaller sizes but a larger contact area with ZnO have been shown to almost completely eliminate the visible PL \cite{39}.

4. Conclusions

We have demonstrated a new method of colloidal Au and Ag NP deposition on ZnO NR. The NP density was increased by surface modification using poly-L-lysine solution. Potentially, a higher colloid concentration and repetitive coating could further increase the coverage. Diffuse reflection and MExS show that NP maintain the LSPR characteristic spectra indicating that a significant portion of NP remain isolated (without aggregation) over sufficiently large areas. In comparison to a much weaker effect of Ag NP, the deposition of 60 nm diameter Au colloid caused a significant change in the ZnO nanorod PL intensity with the most pronounced differences at 560 nm emission wavelength. The relationship between PL suppression and LSPR of deposited NP may be useful in development of sensor or photovoltaic devices.
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Santrauka

Analizuota koloidinių aukso (Au) ir sidabro (Ag) nanodalelių įtaka hidrotermiškai užaugintų ZnO nanostrypelių optinėms savybėms. Individualios 60 nm skersmens nanodalelės ir jų mažos sankaupos išvengiant didelių agregatų buvo nusodintos ant poli-L-lizinu padengtų nanostrypelių nardinimo būdu. Suformuotų ZnO-metalo hibridų morfologija ir optinės savybės buvo įvertintos naudojant atitinkamai skenuojančiu elektronų mikroskopu bei fotoliuminescencijos ir difuzinio atspindžio spektroskopijomis. Nustatyta, kad Au nanodalelės selektyviai slopinia ZnO nanostrypelių fotoliuminescencijos signalą ties 560 nm, kuris susijęs su ZnO paviršinių defektais. Tuo tarpu vienodo dydžio Ag nanodalelės turėjo tik nežymią įtaką fotoliuminescencijos signalui. Pristatomi rezultatai gali būti naudingi valdant hibridinių medžiagų optines savybes tobulinant jutiklius ar fotovoltinius prietaisus.